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AUTOMORPHISMS OF THE LATTICE OF
RECURSIVELYENUMERABLE SETS: PROMPTLY SIMPLE SETS
PETER CHOLAK, ROD DOWNEY, AND MICHAEL STOB
Abstract. We show that for every coinfinite r.e. set A there is a complete
r.e. set B such that S?*(A) k.^S'*'(B) and that every promptly simple set is
automorphic (in f *) to a complete set.

1. Introduction
One important program in the study of the structure of W, the lattice of
r.e. sets, is determining the relationship between the algebraic structure of a
set and the degrees of the sets that share the same structure. There has been a

good deal of success in this program. For example, Soare [1982] showed that all
low (in fact, all semilow) sets generate principal filters (in If* ) isomorphic to
%*. (The principal filter generated by an r.e. set A is denoted S?*(A).) From
the work of Martin [1966], Lachlan [1968], Soare [1974], and Maass [1984],
we know that the orbit of a hyperhypersimple (hhsimple) set H only contains
sets with high degree and for every high degree, there is a set of that degree in
the orbit of H. In this paper, we will consider the interesting subprogram of
finding out just what sets are automorphic to a complete set.
This program grew out of Post's Problem. Post's Problem is the question
of whether there are more than two r.e. degrees. As we all know, the answer
is yes by Friedberg-Muchnik. When Post posed the above question, he also
indirectly suggested a program for solving the problem. Post's Program is to
find some definable property on A such that if A satisfies this property then
A is incomplete

and nonrecursive.

He suggested that some sort of "thinness"

property such as hhsimplicity might work. However, Yates [1965] constructed
a complete maximal set, so we know hhsimplicity will not work. Marchenkov
[1976] showed that if A is semirecursive and »/-maximal then A is incomplete
(see Odifreddi [1989] for details). However, Harrington and Soare have observed that for every n , the property of being semirecursive, nonrecursive, and
»/-maximal is not a definable property in &. Recently, Harrington and Soare
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[1991] have completed Post's Program by showing that there is a definable property Q(A) in I? such that every r.e. set A satisfying Q(A) is incomplete, and
furthermore, there is a simple set A satisfying Q(A). However, it is still open
as to what r.e. sets are automorphic to a complete set.
The following partial results are known. As indicated in the first paragraph,
all hhsimple sets are automorphic to a complete set (for more on this see
§3). Downey and Stob [199?] have shown that every low2 simple set, every semilowi.5 simple set, and every ¿-simple set with a maximal superset is
automorphic to a complete set.
In §2, we prove that for every coinfinite r.e. set A there is a complete r.e.
set B such that Sf*(A) aef[^f*(B).
Hence, in contrast to Harrington and
Soare's solution to Post Program, there is no definable property in g? involving
only the complement of a set which ensures the set is incomplete. One version
of the proof (two different versions appear in §3 ) involves combining lowness
properties with the notion of introreducible sets and then using the result of

Soare that if A is semilow then 2" (A) « %*.
The main result of this paper is that every promptly simple set is automorphic
to a complete set. The proof, which appears in §3, relies heavily on Soare's
Extension Theorem. In this section, we also develop a technical theorem, which
when augmented by the Extension Theorem provides us with a different proof
of the result in §2 . This technical theorem turns out to be a very useful tool

(see Cholak [199?] or Cholak [1991] for more).
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the Extension Theorem of
Soare. The best reference on the Extension Theorem is Soare [1987, XV4.6].
For another reference on the result about semilow sets, see Maass [1983]. Our
notation is standard and follows Soare [1987]. All sets and degrees used are
r.e. except for the set X, which is used only in the definitions in §2. A good
reference for the definitions used in §2 and some additional theorems involving
them is Odifreddi [1989]. All other definitions can be found in Soare [1987].
One last note: we only need to consider automorphisms of f * since, by

Soare [1974] and [1987, XV.2], if 4>(A*)= B*, where O e Aut(r*) and A is
coinfinite and infinite, then there is an automorphism

of % which takes A to

B.
2. Complete uniformly

introreducible

sets

Definition 2.1 (Jockusch [1968]). A set X is uniformly introreducible if there
exists a number e such that {e}B = X for all infinite subsets B of X.

Definition 2.2 (Jockusch [1968]). A set X is uniformly majorreducible if there is
a number e such that for all f if for every «, f(n) > Px(n), then {e)I = px ■
(If X —{xq < xx < x2 • • •}, Px(n) = x„ is the principal function of X.)
It is easy to see that every uniformly majorreducible

set is uniformly in-

troreducible. By Jockusch [1968, 6.2], we know that if deg(A) < 0' and px
dominates every partial recursive function, then X is uniformly majorreducible
and, in fact, deg(A) = 0' .The following two theorems are the backbone of this
section.
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Theorem 2.3. There exists an r.e. set A such that
(1) A is complete,
(2) A is uniformly majorreducible,
(3) A is semilow.
(We will prove this theorem below.)
Theorem 2.4. For every coinfinite r.e. B, there is a complete r.e. set C such that
^*(Ä)«eff-^*(C).
Proof oj'2.4. Let A be as in Theorem 2.3. By Soare [1982], we know W* weff

2* (A) by some isomorphism O. Let C = <&(B)and define *F by
x¥(WeUB) = <P(lVe)UC.

Since Q> is an effective isomorphism, it is easy to see that *F is an effective
isomorphism from 3'*(B) to S?*(C). Since CCA for all x, p^(x) >p¿(x).
Since A is uniformly majorreducible, we know that deg(^) < deg(C) and
hence C is complete. D
Note that it is not possible to extend this line of reasoning to show that for
all B and for all degrees d, if d is incomplete, then there exists a C such that
deg(C) —d and 2C*(B) «effJ?*(C). To be able to do this using the above line
of reasoning, we would need to build an r.e. set A such that deg(A) = d, A is
semilow, and every coinfinite r.e. superset of A has degree d. Unfortunately,
this cannot be done since either A is hhsimple and hence A cannot be semilow

(because, by Lachlan [1968] (see Soare [1987, X.2.8]), 2*(A) is a Boolean
algebra and therefore, by Soare, [1982], A cannot be semilow) or A is not
hhsimple and therefore for all di > deg(^) there is an r.e. set B D A of degree
di. (This is due to Lachlan [1968, Theorem 1]; an argument is as follows:
Since A is not hhsimple, there exists a weak disjoint array such that Wf^
only contains numbers greater than e and \Wf^e)r\A\ = 1. Let d- > deg(^)
and D e di be an r.e. set. Define Bs = As U Wf(e)S, if e e Ds - Ds-X ;
otherwise, let Bs = As. Let B = (J Bs. It is easy to see that B has degree dj.)

However, if B is not simple, using a similar line of reasoning it is possible to
show the following theorem:
Theorem 2.5. // B is not simple but coinfinite and d > deg(i?) i«t?« there exists
an r.e. set C ed with S?*(B) «eff S?*(C).
Proof. Let R ç B be an infinite recursive set. Let / be a recursive 1-1 function
whose range is R. g*'R) «eff^* by T(We nR) = f~x(We). (%*(A) denotes
the principal ideal generated by the r.e. set A in %>*.) Let D be an r.e. set

such that D e d and D is semilow (see Soare [1987, IV.4.11]). We know
IT* &eff5?*(D) by some effective isomorphism O. Let C = BUT~X(D) (since
R is recursive and d > deg(B), C has degree d). Define *F by *¥(We\J B) =
[(We\jB)nR]ör-x(Q>(*¥(WenR))). Since T and O are effective isomorphisms,
it is easy to see that *P is an effective isomorphism from 2'*(B) to S?*(C). D
Proof of 2.3. We will use the following notation: let {as0< a\ < a2 ■■■} = As
and {ao < ax < a2 • • •} = A. To ensure that A is complete and A is uniformly
majorreducible, it is enough to meet the following requirements:
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R„ : jf <Pe,s(n) I and « > e then a2n+x > <pe,s(n).

Ne: \A\ >e.
If we meet these requirements, we can show that A is complete and A is
uniformly majorreducible by the following reasoning. Let / be a 1-1 recursive function whose range is K. Define the partial recursive function ip(x) =
f~x(x) if x e K. Since we meet Re , for all e , there exists a k such that for
all x > k, if y/(x) J. then a2x+x > y/(x). To show A is uniformly majorreducible suppose g>Pj,
and define h(x) —g(2x + 1) > a2x+x. Therefore for

all x > k, x e K iff x e {/(0), f(l), ... , f(h(x))}.

h is uniformly recur-

sive in g. Hence K and therefore A are both uniformly recursive in g. (The
above is almost the same as the proof of Jockusch [1968, 6.2].) A is complete
since p-¿ is recursive in A and pj computes K.
To make A semilow, we need to guarantee that {e: Wef]A^ 0} <T0'. We
e-tag x at stage s+l if x is the least y such that y e We^sC\AS and there are
no «Magged elements of As. If x is ^-tagged we will only allow requirements

of higher priority, R^ for k < e, to put x into A .
Stage 5 = 0. Define A0 = 0 .

Stage 5 + 1. Let « be the least x such that there exists a k < x with
a2x+\ < Pfc.sM I • For all m , if asn < asm < s and asm is not y'-tagged for any
j < « , enumerate asm into A at stage s+l . Since there are at most « elements

of As that are /-tagged for j < «, we have that a^j,

> 5 > <Pk,s(n)I •

It is clear that Rn acts only a finite number of times and that Ne is met. It
only remains to show A is semilow.

Lemma 2.6. A is semilow.

Proof. Fix e. Using A find 5 such that if <Pk(n)J. then q>k,s(n) | for n, k <
e . We know that /?„ , for « < e-, will not act after s+e+l . If jc e As+e+x is etagged or x is e-tagged after stage s + e+l then x e A and hence Wer\A ^ 0 .
Using A we determine whether such an element exists. We n A ^ <z if and
only if there exists one e-tagged element of A. D .
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is a modified "dump" construction. If we could
use the normal "dump" construction (i.e. for every m such that asn < asm <
s, enumerate asm into A ), we could make A retraceable. However by the
following theorem we cannot do this.
Definition 2.7. (i) X is retraceable if there exists a partial recursive function tp
such that <p(xn+x)= x„ and cp(xo) = x0 , where X = {x0 < xx < x2-■■}.
(ii) X is regressive if there exist a partial recursive function q> and some
fixed listing of X = {xn, xx, x2, ...} such that tp(xn+x) = xn and tp(xo) = x0 .

Theorem
( 1) A
(2) A
(3) A

2.8. There is no r.e. set A such that
is complete,
is regressive,
is semilow.
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Proof. Assume A is an r.e. complete set with A regressive and semilow. Using
A we will build two r.e. sets B and C. Since A is complete, by using the
Recursion Theorem, we can assume B = O^ and C = W,■,for some e and /.
Let g be the characteristic function of the set {e : Wen A ± 0} . By the Limit
Lemma, g(x) = lim^a, f(x, s) where / is recursive. Since A is regressive,
there exists a partial recursive function <p such that for some fixed listing of
A = {ao, ax, a2, ...}, <p(an+x)= an and <p(a0)= a0.
We say y is ready at stage t if Q>j\t(y) = 0, there exist a subset Ât ç A¡, a
listing of yíj = {<z0, a[, a2 ■■■} (note we are not assuming that a\ < a\+x ; this
is different than the use of this notation in the proof of Theorem 2.3) and kt

such that:
(i) for all z < u(At ; e, y, t), z e At or z = ak for some k <kt,
(ii) a'k¡> u(At;e,y,t),
(iii) for all k < k,, <p(ak {) = a'k , and
(iv) p(a0) = «0.

Let k(y, t) be the least such k, and a(y, t) - ak, ().
Assume y is ready at stage 5 . For any k < k(y, s), if ak e A , then for all
j with k < j < k(y, s), a* e A. At some later stage t, if y is not ready at
stage t or a(y, s) ^ a(y, t), then a(y, s) e A.
We will say y is started at stage t if y is ready at stage t and a(y, t) e Q .
We will build B and C in the following manner.
Stage 5 = 0. Define B0 = 0, Co = 0 , and ¿>o= 0.

Stage 5 + 1. Do one of the following:
(i) If bs is not ready at stage s or bs is not started at stage s and f(i,s)=
1,
let Bs+X= Bs, Cs+X= Cs, and bs+x = bs.
(ii) If bs is ready at stage 5 and /(/', s) = 0, let Cs+X= Cs U {a(bs, s)},
Bs+X= Bs, and bs+x = bs. (So either ôJ+1 is started at stage 5 + 1 or for some
k < k(bs ,s), aske As+X.)
(iii) If bs is started

at stage s and

/(/,

s) = 1 , let Cs+X = Cs U {a(ès,

5)} ,

ß1+i = Bs U {¿>i}, and bs+x = s + 1.

Now if ôj € Bs+X- Bs then ^ is ready at stage 5 and for some stage t > s,
^i'jibs) - I • and hence a(bs, s) £ A . There exists tx such that for all s > tx ,
f(i,tx) —f(i,s).
Since bs can only change at most once after each change in
f(i,s),
there exist t2 > tx and b such that for all s > t2, bs = b. Because
A is regressive and A is complete, there exists t-s > t2 and j such that b is

ready at stage ¿3 and for all s > ¿3, a(bs, s) = a¡ (in the above listing of A ).
Now if /(/', i3) = 0, {fl;} = CnZ and otherwise 0 = CnA.
D.
It is possible to extend the proof of 2.8 to show there is no r.e. complete set
A such that A is both semilow2 and regressive. Let

lim lim/(t?, s,t) = {e: WenA~¿*0}.

S—>10 t—>0)

Now for every 5 , we can beat f(i,s,t)

as we beat /(/', t). We will leave the

details to the reader.
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3. Promptly

simple sets

Definition 3.0. A coinfinite r.e. set A is promptly simple if there is a recursive
function p and an enumeration {As} of A so that for all new,
Wn is infinite => 3s3x[x e (W„tS - Wns_x) r\AP(S)].

To show every promptly simple set A is automorphic to a complete set, we
will break the proof into parts: one where A is not hhsimple and one where A

is hhsimple.
Theorem 3.1. For every high degree h and every hhsimple set A there is B eh
such that A is automorphic to B.
Proof. By Lachlan [1968] (see Soare [1987, X.2.8]), we know there is a E3Boolean algebra 33 such ¿f*(A) «a3 38 . Again by Lachlan [1968] (see Soare

[1987, X.7.2]), there is a B e h such that &*(B) «A, 3B. So &*(A) «Aj
&*{B). Thus, by Maass [1984], we know A «¿3 B. U
Theorem 3.2. Every non-hhsimple promptly simple set is effectively automorphic
to a complete set.
Proof. Let A be a non-hhsimple promptly simple set. Let p be a recursive
function and {As} an enumeration of A so that for all new,
Wn is infinite

=*■a00^00^*

e(W„,s-

Wn,s-X)nAp{s)].

We will build a complete set B and a <De Aut(F*) such that 0>(A) = B.
As in most automorphism

constructions,

we will fix two copies of the natural

numbers a> and œ (all integers living on the hatted side will wear hats). Now
given a simultaneous enumeration of {Wn)n<0) living in w,say {Un}n<w where

Uo= A and Ux= K, we will build the image of Un in œ, U„ = 0(U„). Given
another

simultaneous

enumeration

of {Wn)n>0) living in a>, say {Vn}n<tu, we

will build the preimage of V„ in œ, V„= O-1 (V„). Thus, we define B = Uq.
To ensure that <I>is an automorphism, we need to meet the requirements /?„
below. However, to state the requirements, we need the following definitions.
Definition 3.3. Given simultaneous
of {Xn)n<0J and {Yn}n<0), define

(i) the full estate
{Xn,s}n,s«o

enumerations

{XnyS}„7S<a and {Y„>s}ntS<(0

of x at stage s, v(e, x, s), with respect to (w.r.t)

and {y«,,}«,4<o,

to be the triple

v(e, x, s) = (e, o(e, x, s), x(e, x, s)),
where
o(e, x, s) = {/': i < e&x e XitS),

and
z(e, x, s) = {i: i < e&x e YiyS}.
(ii) the final estate of x, v(e,x),
{Yn,s}n,s«a,
v(e, x), to be \\ms^00v(e,

with respect
x, s).

The requirements are the following:

6:

UX(=K)<TB,
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and for each final e-state v ,
3°°x e oj with final e-state v w.r.t. to {Un,s\n,s<w and {Vn,s}n,s<w

Ru:

iff
3°°x e œ with final e-state v w.r.t. to {U„tS}„tS<ú) and {V„,s}n,s<w ■

The standard strategy to meet the requirement 6 is to build a functional
6 such that for every x there is a tx such that for all y < x and s > tx,
of100 = Ux<s(y). In order to do this, at any stage 5 we must be able to add
elements to Bs. The easiest possible strategy to meet Rv is exact matching,
that is to take some matching function m (say a recursive permutation) and let
Un,s = m(Un,s)

and Vn<s= m~x(V„iS), for all «,5<<y.

Since deg(m(^4)) =

deg(^), these two strategies conflict. Exact matching will fail on the numbers
we add to B to meet the requirement 0.
We will break the problem of meeting Rv into two parts. In one part, we
will use exact matching, via the identity function, to meet Rv . In the second
part, exact matching will not work. Let T ç œ and T ç œ be the same r.e.
set of integers where it is not possible to use exact matching. (T = T since the
matching function is the identity. We will see why these sets are r.e. later.) So
Rv divides into two subrequirements,
3°°x e T with final e-state v w.r.t. to {U„,s}n,s<w and {V„,s}n,s<w

R°v:

.-

iff

3°°x e T with final e-state v w.r.t. to {U„iS}ntS<ü}and {Vn,s}n,s<0},

and
3°°x e T with final e-state v w.r.t. to {U„yS}„¡s<(0 and {Vn<s}„tS<to

Rl:

iff
3°°x g f with final e-state v w.r.t. to {Û„,s}n,s<m and {V„tS}ntS<(0.

We will meet R°, by using our exact matching and meet Rl

by using the
Extension Theorem.
To meet the requirement O, it will be enough to only act at stage 5 + 1
if 0 = &f*(x) = UXyS(x)¿ UXiS+x(x) = 1 . We will act by adding some y
to B where y < 6(x, s) (the use of Ofs(x)) which allows us to legally let
©flV (x) = 1. Let Tx be the set of numbers added to B for the sake of this
requirement. This set will be r.e. and since we can no longer match these
numbers, Tx ç T. (More on all of this later.) To meet Rxv, we will be forced
to add more elements to f but we will do this in an r.e. manner (again more
on this later). So assume that T is r.e. and hence that it is possible to use
the Extension Theorem. Before we state the Extension Theorem, the following
definitions are needed.

Definition 3.4. Given states v = (e, o, x) and v' = (e', a', x'), then

(i) v < v' iff e < e', o = a' n {0, 1, ... , e} , and x = x' n {0, 1, ... , e}.
(ii) v' coversv(v <v') iff e = e', a ç o' and i'Ci.
(iii) v' cocovers v iff v > v'.
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Definition 3.5. Given recursive enumerations

{Xs}s<w and {Ti}J<ft) of X and

Y,then
(i) X\Y = {z:(3s)[zeXs-Ys]},

(ii) X\Y

= (X\Y)nY.

Theorem 3.6 (The Extension Theorem) (Soare [1974] or [1987, XV.6]). Assume
T and f are infinite r.e. sets and {U„}„<a, {V„}„<m, {Ü„}n<CÜ,and {Vn}n<w
are recursive arrays of r.e. sets. Let {Ts}s<(0 ,{TS}S<W,{UnyS}n,s<(ú, {Vn,s}n,s<(0,
{Un,s}n,s<a>, and {VntS}„tS<ù}be a simultaneous enumeration of the above r.e.

sets. For each full e-state v define
DT = {x:x

e Ts-Ts-X andv

=u(e,x,

s) w.r.t. {UHtS}H,s<at and {Vn,s}n,s«o}

e fs-fs-X

= v(e,x,s)

and
DT = {x:x

andv

w.r.t. {fJH,s}n,s<ta and {Vn,s}„iS<t0}.

If x e DT, we say that v is the entry e-state of x (likewise for x ). Suppose
our simultaneous enumeration satisfies the conditions below:

(1)

Vn[T\Vn

= T\Un

= 0],

(2)

(W)[.Dj is infinite =*►
(3v' > v)[DT, is infinite ]],

(3)

(vV)[ATis infinite =>(3v' < u)[DT, is infinite]].

( We will sometimes say that condition (2) is" T covers T " and condition (3) is
UT cocovers T".) Then there are r.e. sets £/„ extending Un and Vn extending
V„ such that Rxv is satisfied. Furthermore, U„ = U„\T (this follows from the
proof since if x £ U„ , we will only add x to Ûn if x e T).
If we have a simultaneous
enumeration
of f,
T, {Un}n<w, {Vn}n<co,
{Vn}n<(o, and {Un}n<w that satisfies the hypotheses of the Extension Theorem
and the following requirements
3°°x e T with final e-state

v w.r.t.

Rl

to {Un,s\n,s<w

and {Vns)ns<w

iff
3°°x G T with final e-state v w.r.t. to {Un,s}n,s<a) and {Vn^}„tS<lù,

then using the Extension Theorem it is possible to meet the Rv . Since Uq and
T \Uo form a splitting of B (= f/n), to meet the requirement O it is enough
to meet the subrequirement T,

T:

Ux(=K)<tÜq.

Assume that

{Un,s}n,s<w

and

{Vn¡s}nrS<(ü are simultaneous

enumerations

of {We}e<(1), such that Uo = A, Ux = K, for every stage s > 0 there exists a unique (x, /') such that x e UiyS- U¡¡s-x, and there exists a unique
(x, c) such that x € VCtS—Vc<s-x■ We need to build a simultaneous enumeration

{Ts}s<0), {Ts}s<0),

{Vn,s}„7S<C0,and

{U„tS}nyS<m of T, T, {F„}„<cu,and
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{Un}n<œ such that Y and R® are met and the enumeration satisfies the hypotheses of the Extension Theorem. (Clearly, if desired, the above enumerations can be combined into one simultaneous enumeration which also satisfies
the hypotheses of the Extension Theorem.)
The following notation will be very helpful. We will use v(e, x, s) for the
full e-state of x at stage s with respect to {Un,s)n,s<(o

and {Vn,s}n,s<w and

v(e, x, s) for the full e-state of x at stage 5 with respect to {U„iS}n,s<a> and
\'n,s)n

,s<œ •

We will use exact matching to meet R\l. So if x e (U„tS n Ts) - Un,s-x, we
will put x into U„tS (x is the copy of x in w ) and if x e (V„yS\~\Ts)-Vn,s-x,
we will put x into V„iS (x is the copy of x in œ). If we only add numbers to
the sets U„ and Vn in this fashion we will meet condition ( 1) of the Extension

Theorem. Clearly, as long as T -f,
To meet the subrequirement

this action will meet R®.

T, we will build a functional F such that Yu° =

Ux ■ Let y(x, s) be the use of ^"-'(x)

if rs0,s(x) j and y(x, s) ] otherwise.

We wish to have lim,^«, if0 ■'(.*)= Ux>s(x). If 0 = rf°-'(jc) = Ui>s(x) ¿
Ux¡s+x(x) = 1, we must add some y < y(x, s) to U0tS+x, so we can legally

let r^j^x)
= 1. fx will be the set of integers added to £/n for the sake of
requirement Y. Since, when we add y to t/n,s+x, it is not always the case that
y e As+X, so we can no longer match y with y and hence Tx c T. To meet
the requirement Y we will act in the following manner.
Since A is not hhsimple, there exists a weak array {Wf^}i<m suchthat Wf^
only contains numbers greater than i and | Wf(í)c\A\ = 22l+2+ 2. We only need
to act at stage s + 1 if there exists a z such that 0 = ri0s(z)

= UXtS(z) /

U\tS+\(z) = 1. We will act by adding some x to É/o.i+i and fxtS+2 (we
will build T slower to meet condition (1)), where x ^ UotS, x < y(z, s), and
x e (Wf(z)tS\~\As) \ y(z, s). We will ensure that if y(z, s) { then (Wf(z)ySf\As) \
y(z, s) t¿ 0 and therefore

such a x will exist. Hence, if z e Ux,s+\ —U\,s and

y(z, s) I, it will be possible to act at that stage, if needed.
Meeting conditions (2) and (3) of the hypotheses of the Extension Theorem
requires a bit more work. At this point, the only way for x to enter T is
through fx and if x enters f through fx in state v = (e ,a ,x), then 0 eo .
To try to cover this entry state, we will need to use the fact that A is promptly
simple. Using the Recursion Theorem, we will build sets Xv = Wg^ , for all
full e-states v. At stage 5 + 1, if we put x into Uo,s+i and Tx>s+2 (for the
sake of subrequirement Y) in entry state v , we will also put x into Xv<s+X.

While we can no longer match x with x, we will delay enumerating x into
T. We let T be the disjoint union of Tx and T2 defined as follows.
We will wait for a stage t > s + 1 where x e (^(„^ - Wg^^t-X. At stage
p(t), if x e Ap(t), we put x in TxiP(i>,otherwise, we put x in T2tP(t). If we put
x in Tx, we will have covered x . Since v(e, x, s) = v(e, x, s) = (e, o, x),
x 's entry state is v(e, x, p(t)) = (e, a', t) , where o U {0} ç o' (we will stop
matching x and x at stage 5 ). Now if DT[ (defined as above) is infinite, Xv
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will be infinite and, since A is promptly simple, there exists v' > v such that
D7}, is infinite. Similar reasoning shows that if Z)J' is infinite then there exists
v' <v such that D[) is infinite.
But not all numbers enter T through Tx. We still need to cocover numbers
entering T through T2. To do this, we need to make a slight change in the
action we use to meet the requirement Y. We will ensure that if y(x, s) j then
\{Wf(X)tSr\As) \ y(x, i)| > 22*+2+ 2. If we need to act at stage 5+1 to meet the
subrequirement Y at argument x, then we will find xx, x2 e H7/^), s n As such
that v(x ,xx,s) = u(x, x2, s) = (e, a, x) and v(x, xx, s) = v(x, x2, s) =
(e, a, x). We will use x» and x» as x and x were used above. In addition,
we will put x2 in T2yS+2 and x2 in T2yS+x. As above, we can show that
if Di2 is infinite, then D[} is infinite, for v' > v. Now if xx is in T2>t,
for some t > s + 1, v(e ,xx,t) = (e,o',x),
where a ç o', is cocovered by

v(e, x2, s + 1) = (e, a, x'), where x ç x' (again the matching stops at stage
5 ). If Du2 is infinite, then there exists v' < v such that D7} is infinite.
It should be noted that T\,T2, {Un}n<(0, and {Vn)n<0J will live in œ and
Tx, T2, {Un}n<w, and {Vn}n<0}in cb. We also will have that Tx u T2 =

fxöf2,

fxC Do, Txcfx, and f2 ç T2.

Construction of Tx,T2,fx,

f2, {&„}„<„, { Vn}n<co,T^,

and y(x, s).

Stage 0. Let Tx>0= T2,0 = f\,o = T\,\ = ^2,0 = T2>x= 0 (we will build
T slower than the other sets), U„yo = V„,o = 0 for all « eco, and Av>o = 0,

for all v . Let rj°-°(jc) Î and y(x, 0) Î , for all x .
Stages

+ 1 . Let (x, e) and

(y, c) be such that

x e UetS+x — Ue¡s and

y e VCyS+x
- VCyS.For j ± e and j' ± 0, let ÜjyS+x= ÜjySJÜ0 win only be
built in Step 1, Case d, Step 2 or Step 4) and for j ¿c ,let VjyS+x= VjyS.
Step I. (Defining r^-.5+'(z) and y(z, s + 1), and building the f¡ 's.) For
each z < s, execute the first case that applies.
Oz5e a.

If y(z, s) î and |Wf(w)yS+xnA~s+x\= 22w+2+ 2, for all w < z,

let r^+'(z)
= UXyS+x(z)and let y(z, s + I) = max{LL<z Wf(w)yS+x}.
Caseb. If e = 0, y(z,s)[>x
and \Wf(w)yS+xn As+X\= 22w+2+ 2 for
all w < z, let r^¡í+1(z) = UXyS+x(z)and let

y(z,s+

l) = max-| |J Wf(w)yS+x
\ .

(tu<z

J

(We will put x into UoyS+xin Step 4. Hence this definition of y(z, s + 1) is

legal.)
Casec.

If e = 0, y(z, s) |

some w < z, let r^jI+l(z)
¿7o,J+i in Step 4.)

> x , and \Wf(w)yS+xf\As+x\ ¿ 22w+2 + 2, for

î and let y(z, s) 1. (Again we will put x into
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Case d. e = 1, z = x , and y(z, s) J.. (In this case, Ux (= K) changes,
and we are forced to make a change in UoyS\ y(z, s) to copy this change into
Y^{+l(z).)

Since y(z, 5) |, we must have \(Wf{x)ySnA~s)\ y(z, s)\>22x+2 + 2.

So there must exist z», z2 e Wf(X),sn^s
i/(x, z2, 5) = v(x, zx,s) = v(x, z2,s).

sucn that z, ^ x and i/(x, zi, s) =
Let Ü0yS+\ = Ü0¡sy {¿x}, fXyS+2=

TXyS+xU {¿1} (T is built slower to meet (1)), and T2yS+2= T2yS+lU {z2} (this

helps us meet (2) and (3)). If v ■<v(x, zx, s + I), let XUyS+i= XVySu {z»} ,
otherwise let A„ ji+1 = XVyS. We will decide (in Step 3) at a later stage whether
zx e Tx or zx e T2. We say that zx is delayed. Let Tj J+1 = {z2} (we will
add this to T2 in Step 3). Now ¿70,j+1 Í ?(•?• ■*)/ ¿V* f y(z. ■?)- so we can
legally redefine Y^°\s+'(x) = 1 and y(x, s + 1) = y(x, s). After this step is
completed, go to Step 3, i.e. skip Step 2.

Case e. Otherwise, let Yus0+f'(z)= rf°-5+'(z) and y(z, s + I) = y(z, 5).
[Note in Step 1 it is essential that A be non-hhsimple. We used the fact that if
y(z, 5) J. then there are two numbers zx, z2 less than y(z, s) such that they
both are in As U Ts and have the same z-state. If A is not hhsimple, then it
might be impossible to arrange this and have lims^w y(z, s) < 00 (i.e. meet
the requirement Y). For example, if A were maximal and AuT =* co.]

Step 2. (Cleanup from Step 1.) Let T2 J+, =0,
Tx,s+2 = TXyS+x, and

Uo,s+i = UoyS, Ti,s+2 =

T2yS+2 = T2yS+x. Let XVyS+x= XVyS, for all v .

Step 3. (Dealing with the delayed elements and building the T¡ 's.) For each
z < s, execute the first case that applies. If z is delayed, let sz be the least
stage such that z was delayed at stage sz, let kz be such that z e Wf(kz)s
(by Step 1, Case d, we know that kz exists and since Wf(e) is a weak array kz
must be unique), and let tz be such that z e Wg(V)tz, for all v < v(kz, z, sz).
Case a. z is delayed, s = p(tz), and z e As. Then we say z is no longer
delayed, and let Tf s+l = {z} and T2 s+l = 0.
Caseb.
z is delayed, 5 = p(tz), and z $ As. Then z is no longer
delayed, and let T¡ s+l = 0 and T2 s+l = {z}.
Case c. Otherwise. Let Tf s+l = 0 and T2 s+i = 0 .
Let Tx>s+x= TXySU[jz<sT^s+l 'and T2yS+l = T2>sU TZtt+l U\JZ<S 7?>M.,. (If
z is delayed at stage 5Z, /z will exist and hence after stage p(tz) + 1, z will no

longer be delayed.)
Step 4. (Matching C/e.)
Case a.

If x ^ Tx s+x U T2 i+i and x is not delayed, let Ue s+x = Ue s^>

W:

Ca5eb. Otherwise, let C4>i+i= C4,i.
5iep 5. (Matching Fc.)
Case a.
Case b.

If y g ^2,^+2 U_fi >J+2, let VCyS+x= VCyS\j{y}.
Otherwise, let VCyS+x
= VCyS.

Let Ts = TXySU T2yS and fs = fi;î U f2yS. For any i, if x e Ts+X- Ts,
then x £ ^ J+1 - ViyS and if y e fJ+J - fs, then j; (^ UiyS+x- UiyS (see
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Step 1, Case d and Step 2, for i = 0, and Step 4 and Step 5, for all other / ).
Hence condition ( 1) is met. If we add x to T we also add x to T (see Step
1, Case d). If we add y to T we also add y to T, although sometimes at a
later stage (see Step 1, Case d and Step 3). It is easy to see that if x $ T then
v(x, x) = ù(x, x) (see Step 4 and Step 5). Therefore we meet R^ . In the next
lemma, we show that the requirement Y is met; B is complete. To show A
is automorphic to B , it is only necessary, at this point, to show conditions (2)
and (3) hold. The remaining four lemmas show that conditions (2) and (3) are
satisfied.

Lemma 3.7. r^° is a functional, ru<>= Ux, deg(t/0) < deg(U0) U deg(Ux), and
deg(f) < deg(U0) U deg(Ux). (Hence the requirement Y is met.)

Proof. First Yu° = Ux. Let x e co. Since \IVñi)r\A~\= 22,+2+2, for all i, there
exists an 5 such that for all y < x, yVf^snAs

= Wf^nA

and \Wf^sr\As\

=

22y+2+ 2. By Step 1, Casera, y(y, 5)J and for all t > s, y(y, t) |= y(y ,s)[.
Suppose at stage t > s, Y^°-'(x) ^ Yf° s(x), then Step 1, Case d applies at /,

and hence, 0 = rf°-s(x) = UXyt-X(x)= Y^]'~'(x) ¿ rf°-'(x) = UXyt(x)= 1.
Therefore we have that r^°(x) = lim,-«, rf° J(x) = UXyJ(x).
To show that deg(C/0)< deg(C/0)Udeg(t/i) and deg(T) < deg(c/0)Udeg(i/i),
let x e co. Using an oracle for A (= U0) find 5 such that for all y < x,
Wf(y)ySn As = Wf(yXn A and As\x + 1 = A\x + 1. Now using an oracle
for Ux find t > 5 such that, Ulyt\x + 1 = ¡7i|x + 1. Now we have that,
x 6 T iff x 6 Tt+x . (Reminder:

Wf^ only contains numbers greater than 1.)

If x $ T, then x e t/n iffx e Uo.t ■ If x e T2, then x $ C/0. If x e Tx ,
then x e UQ. G.

Lemma 3.8. (Vi/)[£>J' is infinite => (3i/' > u)[D7! is infinite]].
Proof. Assume DTl is infinite. Let e = \i>\. So for some o and x there are
infinitely many x, and 5, such that x, e TXyS¡
- TXySi-X
, v = v(e, x¡, s¡ —1),
and v(e, x,-, 5, - 2) =< e,o,x
> . For all /, x, G Ar(e><T>Ty)í/_1
. By the
Recursion Theorem, we have that X(eyG>T)= Wg((e,CT,T>)
• There exists i, such
that x, G -^((e.íj.T»,/,- • Since A is promptly simple, there are infinitely many
i such that x, G -dp^). Let i be such that x, G AP(t¡). In Step 3, all such
x, are placed in Tx by stage p(U). We delayed x, at stage s,■- 1, so we
are no longer matching x, and x, after stage s¡ -2 (see Step 4 and Step 5).
We have v(e, x¡ ,5,-2)
= v(e, x, ,5,-2)
= (e, a, x). Therefore we have
the entry state of x, is v(e, x,, 5,) = (e, o u {0}, t') = ¡v, where tCr1,
and the entry state of x, is ¡v(e, x,, p(t¡)) = (e, o', x), where o u {0} ç o1.
There are only finitely many a' 2 a U {0}. So there must be cr' D o U {0}
such that infinitely many of the x, enter Tx in state (e, o', x). (Note that
(e, a', x) > (e, ct U {0}, x') = u.) D

Lemma 3.9. (Vz/)[7J)JIis infinite =>■
(3i/; < i^)[ö^' « infinite]].
Proof. Assume Dj1 is infinite. Let e — \u\. So there are infinitely many x, and
t, such that x, g TXyt¡- TXt¡-X and v = i/(e, x,, r,), for e = |i/|. For some
er and t , there are infinitely many i such that there is a stage 5, < i, + 1 with
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x¡ G TXs¡ - fx Si-X and v(e, x,, 5, - 2) = (e, cr, t) (if x eTx then x e Tx).
Let i be such that x, G TxyS¡- TxySi-x and i>(e, x,, 5, - 2) = (e, cr, t) . Since
we were matching x, and x, up to stage 5, - 1 we have
v(e, Xi ,Si-2) = u(e, x,, s¡ - 2) = (e, o, x).
The entry state of x, is v(e, x,, /,) = (e, o', x) —v , where crU{0} ç a' (since
Tx C ^4) and the entry state of x, (into Tx ) is z>(e, x,, 5,) = (e, a U {0}, x'),
where iÇi'.
There are only finitely many x' D x. So there must be x' D x
such that infinitely many of the x, enter Tx in state (e, o U {0}, t') . (Note
that (e, o u {0} , t') <(e,o',x)
= v.) D

Lemma 3.10. (Vv)[Dl2 is infinite =>(3v' > v)[DZ2 is infinite]].
Proof. Assume DÏ2 is infinite. Let e = \u\. For some o and x, there are
infinitely many x, and 5, such that x¡ e T2ySi-T2yS.-X, v = v(e, x¡, s¡), and
v(e, Xi, Si - 2) = (e, o, x). We have
v(e, Xi, s, - 2) = i/(e, x¡, s¡ - 2) = (e, o, x).
Therefore we have that the entry state of x, is v(e, x¡, s¡) = {e, a, x') = u,
where x Çt' , and the entry state of x, (into T2 ) is
v(e,Xi,Si-

l) = (e,o',x),

where o ç o'. There are only finitely many o' D a. So there must be o' D o
such that infinitely many of the x, enter T2 in state (e, o', x). (Note that
(e, a', x) > (e, a, x') = v.) D

Lemma 3.11. (W)[Z>J2is infinite =^ (3v' < v)[DTv}is infinite]].
Proof. Assume Dj,2 is infinite. Let e = \v\. So there are infinitely many x,
and ti such that x, G T2yt.- T2yti-x and v = v(e, x,, t¡), for e = \v\. For
some o and x, there are infinitely many i such that there is a stage 5, <t, + l
with x, G r^, - Ts¡-X and ¿>(e, x,, 5,-2) = (e, o ,x). Let / be such that
x.i G TSi- TSi-X and ¿>(e, x,, 5, - 2) = (e, cr, t) . If x, ^ T2 , then there exists
an x\ G r2)J/ - 72,5,-1 such that v(e, x,, s¡ - 2) = v(e, x\, s¡ -2) = (e, a ,x)
(see Step 1, Case d). If x, G f2, let x\ = x,. We have v(e, x\, 5, - 2) =
i/(e, x, ,5,-2)
= (e, a, x). Therefore we have that the entry state of x, is
¡v(e, Xi, if) — (e, a', x), where o Co1 and the entry state of x¡ (into T2 ) is
v(e, x.[, Si) = (e, a, x'), where x C x'. There are only finitely many x' D x.
So there must be a t'Di
such that infinitely many of the x'¡ enter 7"2 in state
(e, a, x'). (Note (e, o, x') < (e, o', x).) D
It can be seen that the above automorphism

is effective.

D

If we look carefully at the above proof, we can see that, in fact, we have
proven the following theorem.
Theorem 3.12. Let Uq be a coinfinite non-hhsimple set. Let {UnyS}nyS<(0and
[Vn,s}n,s<w be simultaneous enumerations of all the r.e. sets. (Ux can be
anything.) Then there exist r.e. sets T, Tx, T2, {Vn)n<(t), {Un)n<(J} and a simultaneous enumeration of all these r.e. sets such that: Tx and T2 are disjoint,

Tx=(Ùo\(TxuT2)),and
(4)

deg(L/,)<deg(C7o),
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(5)

deg(C/o)<deg(C/0)Udeg(í71),

(6)

deg(TxU f2) < deg(U0)U deg(Ux),
3°°x G T with final e-state v w.r.t. to {U„yS}nyS<wand {V„yS}nyS<w

(V)

_

iff

3°°xG(fiUf2)

with final estate u w.r.t. to {UnyS}„yS<w
and {V„yS}nyS<ü),

(8)

Vn[T\Vn = (fxUf2)\Ün = 0],

(9)

(Vv)[Dl2 is infinite ^ (3v' > v)[DT, is infinite]],

(10)

(Viv)[Oj is infinite => (3v' < v)[DTv2is infinite]].

Furthermore, if i/o is promptly simple then, in addition, we have

(11)

(V^)[7)J' is infinite =>(3v' > u)[DT, is infinite ]].

Note that (7) is the same as Rv and conditions (8)—(10)are the same as the
conditions (l)-(3) in the hypotheses of the Extension Theorem. In the above
construction, we clearly proved this in the case when t/n is promptly simple. If
t/n is not promptly simple, the only change we need is that instead of delaying
elements, we will place them into T2 (hence Tx = 0). This makes Step 1, Case
d simpler since we no longer need the Xv 's and, in addition, we no longer need

Step 3. Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 are not needed and Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 can
remain almost unchanged. We will leave the rest of details to the reader.
In the proof of Theorem 3.3 we applied the Extension Theorem to extend
the isomorphism formed by Theorem 3.12, S?*(T) « Sf*(Tx U T2), into an
automorphism of If*, and to get Co «Co (A « B). If Uo is not promptly
simple, then at least we can apply the Extension Theorem to show J?*(t/o) «
SC*(Co). (We_extend the isomorphism, 3"(T) « S?*(ïx U f2), to include
r*(7) « %*(T2). Now since Tx C U0 we have &*{U0) « -2"(C/o) by this
extended isomorphism.) This gives us a more pleasing proof of Theorem 2.4 in
the case that the given set A is not hhsimple (again let Ux = K ).
By directly applying Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, as follows, we can also prove
Theorem 2.4. This proof is due to Todd Hammond.
Another proof of Theorem 2.4 (Hammond). Let P be a low promptly simple set.
By Soare [1982], we know that g?* «err-S^T*) by some isomorphism <I>.Given

any coinfinite r.e. set B, let D = 0(5) U P. Therefore, 5f(B) « SP*(D) and
D is also coinfinite. Since the promptly simple sets form a filter in W (Maass,
Shore, and Stob [1981]), D is promptly simple. Hence there is a complete set

C such that &*(C) « &'(D).

U
4. Final remarks

Using these methods, it is not possible to build the above B (where A «
B for A non-hhsimple promptly simple or S?*(A) « 5f*(B) for A nonhhsimple) such that deg(ß) = d, for any degree d. As we noted before U0
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and T2 \ Uq(Tx ç Co) is a splitting of B. We have some degree-theoretic
control over Co; we can make deg(Co) < deg(^i) U d. But if x G f2, the
Extension Theorem has control over whether x is put in Co . In the current
form of the Extension Theorem, the set T \ Co may have arbitrary degree; we
have no degree-theoretic control over T \ Co . In his thesis, Cholak produces
a more degree-theoretic version of the Extension Theorem, the "High Extension
Theorem," which he uses along with Theorem 3.13 to show that for all r.e. high
degrees h and for all coinfinite r.e. sets A there exists an r.e. set B eh such

that 3"(A)kS?*(B).
Harrington and Soare have recently completed a uniform proof that every
r.e. set of promptly simple degree is effectively automorphic to a complete set.

Theorem 4.1 (Harrington and Soare [1991]). If A is an r.e. set of promptly
simple degree then there is an effective automorphism "3>of the lattice of r.e. sets
such that Q>(A) is complete. Furthermore, «3>can be found uniformly effectively
from an index of A and an index for the recursive function witnessing that A
has promptly simple degree.
Hence, if A is not automorphic to a complete set, A cannot have promptly
simple degree. We still, however, are lacking a complete characterization of the
r.e. sets which are automorphic (or effectively automorphic) to a complete set.
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